
Hello, All

The Covid-19 restrictions are easing in many countries of the world thanks to the increased vaccination rate.
At the same time, EMPL is fast approaching its goals.

 

I would like to update you for the recent four important developments and achievements.

1. Formal Exploartion in Bangladesh Site

The formal drilling work has been started at 1:00 PM on 31/10/2021, our experienced driller(Wu) together
with the professional team in Bangladesh are working hard to speed up the whole process from dawn to dark
6 days a week.

 

 



Up till now, the team has finished its work in the
first 5 drilling holes(GB006, GB015, GB016, GB027
and GB062) and received 100 samples with high
quality.

Furthermore, to make our exploration even more
effecient and effective, the management has
decided to hire two more foreign drillers to join
our Bangladesh exploartion team, they will be on
our site shortly.

2. The EMPL Company Restruction

 



The EMPL company restructure has been completed. EMPL has two fully owned subsidiaries now; EML in
Bangladesh who holds the exploration tenement, and ETPL in Australia who owns the IP of our cloud-based
software systems.

EMPL considers the restructure to be advantageous to all shareholders in the Company as they will have an
ownership interest directly or indirectly in the whole group and have the potential benefit of owning shares
in a listed entity thereby allowing greater liquidity in your shareholding.

3. EML Software Patent Application

After 12-month hard work on the EML software development and legal paperwork, ETPL has officially lodged
the patent application of the framework code structure for EML software systems on 29/10/2021, which
indicates a significant increase on both the software and the company valuation.

 

What's more, ETPL technical team keeps improving on and introducing more features to the software systems
for helping the exploration and sample testing, the robust code is expected to benefit our business in a long
term.

4. EMPL Trademark Application

 

 



The EMPL trademark registeration is in progress,
the trademark attorney is about to finish all the
documentations the work and proceed to
lodgement within a week.

To sum up

The newly restructed EMPL and its two subsidiaries have made many progresses on both the exploration
activities and the compliance fulfilments

 

We will keep all shareholders updated from time to time. Please let me know if you any further suggestions.

 info@everlastminerals.com  | http://everlastminerals.com
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